It has been reported that physico-chemical properties of diamond surfaces are closely related to the surface chemisorbed species on the surface. Hydrogen chemisorption on a chemical vapor deposition grown diamond surface is well-known to be important for stabilizing diamond surface structures with sp 3 hybridization. It has been suggested that an H-chemisorbed structure is necessary to provide a negative electron affinity condition on the diamond surfaces. Negative electron affinity condition could change to a positive electron affinity by oxidation of the Hchemisorbed diamond surfaces. Oxidized diamond surfaces usually show characteristics completely different from those of the H-chemisorbed diamond surfaces. The unique electron affinity condition, or the surface potential, is strongly related to the chemisorbed species on diamond surfaces. The relationship between the surface chemisorption structure and the surface electrical properties, such as the surface potential of the diamond, has been modelled using DFT based calculations.
INTRODUCTION
Nanodiamond is a novel promising material for in-vitro and in-vivo imaging in living cells. Specially, nanocrcystalline diamond (ND) and ultrananocrytslaine diamond (UND) particels [1] [2] offer novel advantages for the drug delivery development [3] . Advantage of nano diamond is also the ability to penetrate into the cells without evoking a toxic cell response. The newly developed production, purification and functionalisation techniques enable the material to be widely used. The adsorption strength on nanodiamond due to hydrophilic and hydrophobic interactions is so high that a very efficient capture of proteins such as cytochrome c, myoglobin and albumin occurs. Recent studies have also initiated the use of ND/UNDs for in-vivo molecular imaging and bio-labelling. Additionally nanodiamond's offer properties such as the biocompatibility, nontoxicity and a possibility of the lable-free imaging, based on easily detected Raman signal and intrinsic fluorescence from nanoparticle point defect -Nitrogen-vacancy centres. In diamond the association of a vacancy with a nitrogen impurity leads to the formation of a luminescent defect, called the NV colour centre and being either neutral (NV 0 ) or negatively charged (NV -) [4, 5] . Both of these centres are photostable and can be detected at the individual level which allows application of nanodiamonds for functional intracellular imaging on the molecular level based on tagging specific molecular sites. This photoluminescence can be altered by many parameters -applying a magnetic field, electric field, microwave radiation and also by diamond surface termination.
It has been reported that physico-chemical properties of diamond surfaces are closely related to the surface chemisorbed species on the surface [6] . Hydrogen chemisorption on a chemical vapor deposition -grown diamond surface is well-known to be important for stabilizing diamond surface structures with sp 3 hybridization. Many reports have suggested that an Hchemisorbed structure is necessary to provide a negative electron affinity condition on the diamond surfaces. It was reported that the negative electron affinity condition could change to a positive electron affinity by oxidation of the H-chemisorbed diamond surfaces. Oxidized diamond surfaces usually show characteristics completely different from those of the Hchemisorbed diamond surfaces. The unique electron affinity condition, or the surface potential, is strongly related to the chemisorbed species on diamond surfaces [7] . The differences between Oterminated and H-terminated diamond surfaces include electrical conductivity, hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity, negative and positive electron affinities and fluorescence. In this work we study the influence nanodiamond termination on its NV-centers fluorescence. We have combined Raman spectroscopy and theoretical approaches (quantum chemical calculation) to get deeper insight into the complex behaviour and properties of variously terminated diamond nanoparticle with NV centers.
PHOTOLUMINISCENCE
ND prepared from detonation synthesis contains significant amounts of sp 2 carbon and are therefore not efficient emitters of N-V related luminescence. For this reason we used novel techniques to prepare high pressure high temperature (HPHT) ND by specific milling techniques [8] . Hydrogen and carbonyl terminated ND were obtained from synthetic ND of 20-50 nm size (Fig. 1) . ND was first oxidised to produce carbonyl termination. The ND were then exposed to an H-plasma (2500 W, 600 °C, duration 2-5 minutes) in AX6500 SEKI reactor to obtain hydrogen-terminated ND. Finally, the H terminated diamond was annealed 120 minutes in air at 500 O C to revert the surface to carbonyl termination. All the in ND termination states were confirmed by ATR-FTIR and XPS.
Raman (514 nm excitation wavelength) spectra (Fig. 1) were taken from untreated ND, carbonyl terminated ND, H terminated ND, and annealed H terminated ND using a Renishaw InVia Raman Microscope at 80K. Measurements show that for untreated ND and carbonyl terminated ND NV 0 and NV -related luminescence can be observed at 575 nm and 637 nm respectively. H terminated ND show no NV related luminescence under the same experimental conditions. However, after annealing H terminated ND the luminescence related to NV centres was again observed. This phenomenon (luminescence depending on the ND termination) can be used for the detection of chemical processes ongoing on the surface. 
ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY
The topography of the nanodiamond particles was investigated by atomic force microscopy (AFM). The AFM measurements were performed with NTEGRA Prima NT MDT system (Ireland) under ambient conditions [9] . The tip -sample surface interaction monitored the van der Waals force between the tip and the surface; this may be either the short range repulsive force (in contact-mode) or the longer range attractive force (in non-contact -tapping mode). The AFM depicted nanodiamond (Fig. 1 ) particles were performed using the tapping mode. The samples were scanned under the soft CSG 10 type of probe. The tapping mode consisted of oscillating the cantilever at its resonance frequency (14-28 kHz) and lightly "tapping" the tip on the surface during scanning. 
COMPUTER EXPERIMENTS
Quantum chemical calculations of geometric and electronic structure for several low-lying excited states of the neutral nitrogen-vacancy point defect in diamond (NV 0 ) have been performed using finite model clusters. Electronic structures of all systems examined were calculated by density functional theory (DFT) methods with the Gaussian 09 and Turbomole-5.10. program packages. For geometry optimization, either 6-31G* polarized double-ζ basis sets (G09) or the same quality SVP basis (Turbomole) for H, C, N, atoms. Either the hybrid Becke's three-parameter functional with the Lee, Yang, and Parr correlation functional (B3LYP) (G09/B3LYP) or the GGA functional using Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof exchange and correlation functional (PBEPBE) were used. The geometry optimizations and calculations were carried out without any symmetry restriction. Electronic excitations were calculated by time dependent DFT (TD-DFT). Unpaired electrons in the ground doublet state of NV 0 were found to be localized mainly on three carbon atoms around the vacancy and the electronic density on the nitrogen and rest of C atoms is only weakly disturbed. The electronic and structural factors that may impact the effect of luminiscence of ND nanomaterials were investigated by DFT calculations. In order to get deeper insight into the electronic structure of ND particles containing NV centers, nanodiamond clusters of different size and multiplicity, terminated by hydrogen, carbonyl and hydroxyl groups were modeled. NV 0 centers were modeled by replacing carbon atoms in neighborhood of vacancy by nitrogen according to the procedure described in [10, 11] . Clusters C 35 H 36 , C 84 H 64 and their derivatives containing one NV 0 center terminated either by hydrogen or CO and OH groups were optimized using DFT methodology for 2 A and 4 A states. The influence of the hydrogen substitution by O and OH on doublet excitation energies was calculated by TD-DFT for different models derived from C 33 N 1 VH 36 (selected structures are depicted in Figure 3 ). The substitution influences the calculated excitation energies from the 2 A ground state and 2 A -4 A separation. Calculated lowest lying excitation energies of substituted ND are lowering with the degree of the substitution (e.g. 2.24 eV calculated for C 33 N 1 VH 36 vs. 2.08 eV for C 33 N 1 VH 30 O 6 ), which can enable to observe the luminescence for substituted ND. Calculated doublet -quadruplet separation also diminish by the substitution, going from 0.22 eV calculated for C 33 N 1 VH 36 . The impact of the hydrogen substitution by O and OH on the NV 0 luminiscence probability can be summarized as:
• Carbonyl groups substitution influences the shapes of orbitals involved in excitations • Excitation energies shift to lower values due to the carbonyl termination -enlarge luminiscence probability • Excitation energies diminish with the degree of substitution-enlarge luminiscence probability. 
